Inspired Technology hires Richman as vice president of
security solutions
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Easton, MA Inspired Technology and Communications, LLC (ITC), has been consistently growing in
recent years, gaining many new commercial projects and leading to the recent expansion of their
team.
ITC is fortunate and proud to have Harry Richman, a 20-year veteran in the electronic security
industry, join their team as the vice president of security solutions for the company’s commercial and
residential projects. With his advanced knowledge and high level of expertise surrounding the top
hardware and software for security systems in the industry, Inspired is confident Richman will take
their projects to new heights. He will assist with training, sales and day-to-day oversight for
Inspired’s security system projects.
Prior to Inspired, Richman founded Phoenix Security Systems in 2004 where he was responsible for
sales, installation, service and administration. Focusing on quality installation and customer service,
the company grew to over 1,000 loyal clients and 10 full-time employees. Before his time at
Phoenix, Richman co-founded Crimson Security in 2001 where he was in charge of operations
including installation, service and purchasing.
“Joining the Inspired team and getting to work with some of the industry’s most advanced minds is
something I’m really looking forward to,” said Harry Richman, vice president of security solutions,
Inspired Technology and Communications, LLC. “I look forward to growing the security side of the
business and allowing our team to provide security solutions to new and existing clients at the level
they expect from our company.”
Richman’s arrival comes at a time when other sectors within the company are growing as well.
Inspired has expanded their AV Technician team with the addition of Ivo Matos. Tom Stone and
Skyla Jones were brought in as ITC’s new AV Apprentices, and Adam Tawa joined ITC’s
dependable account development team.
“Our tremendous growth in recent years is truly a testament to our co-founders, Stephen and Brian
Rothwell, and the talented, close-knit team they built combined with a passion for the work and
customer service,” said David Neveux, CEO, ITC. “With our bigger staff comprised of even deeper
and more broad expertise, we’re poised for success servicing both new and existing clients.”
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